either

// TAM. Disassembler.main (arg)
// TAM. Interpreter.main (arg)

or # import ( TAM)

Disassembler.main (arg)
Interpreter.main (arg)
The `show()` method is deprecated, so some warnings will appear when compiling
PAM etc.
If you want to remove these warnings, use `instead setVisible(true)`.
For 9.6, 9.7 (at least), is C a Command or a simple Comment? Your choice, but don’t cases for 9.6 assume Command.

For 9.7, the case labels must be distinct.

For 9.6 (b), should I be explicitly declared? Your choice, but in the test cases, it is implicitly (not explicitly) declared.
Extra work required for graduate credit and honors section credit:

1. Exercise 9.13

2. Do a presentation (groups preferred)
   - For example on web see under "Graduate Student Presentations"
   - Papers referenced at the end of Ch. 2 (Section 2.8)
   - Chapter 9 of Mazurek (Rysser Ubesti)
   - Chapter 11 of Mazurek (Analysis of Optimality)
Let me know before class on Tuesday!